
Escape Wife 30 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 30 Are you good at driving? 

 

 

Nicole smelled Samuel's special breath and was uncomfortable. She wanted to break free of Samuel's 

arm, but Samuel said, “I've seen your design. It’s very similar to the concept of a car I want. I also 

designed one myself. Do you want to try it?” 

Samuel's words silenced Nicole. 

She liked drawing when she was a child, but she began to learn about car design because Samuel liked it. 

She even naively thought that she would give Samuel her first sports car as a birthday present. 

But she didn't expect that she and Samuel would be separated when the design was half finished. 

That car was really based on Samuel's design philosophy. She improved it and changed a lot of security 

designs. The beauty and performance of that car were a perfect combination. 

Ironically, when the car came out, Riley was having a baby. But at that time she was suffering from burns 

and couldn't sleep at night and couldn't affect the baby in her stomach. 

Now Samuel put the car he designed in front of Nicole. Nicole thought it was particularly ironic, but she 

wanted to try it. 

Samuel was the first mentor in her car design. Now the car he designed was right in front of her. She 

wanted to try it and find the gap between them. 

“May I have a try?” 

“Of course.” 

Samuel agreed with Nicole’s request. 

and got on the car. Samuel planned to get on the passenger seat, 

it alone. I will be very stressed when 

“are you good at 

car is regularly maintained and there is no hidden 

eyes twinkled with stubbornness. Samuel couldn't force 

always thought she was different from before. Although there was no conclusive evidence that she was 

his wife, he 

been serviced regularly and only I drive it. 

Samuel finally compromised. 

smiled like 



“President Green, thank you.” 

out like an arrow. No one saw two grim eyes staring 

had to admit that Samuel’s car was really well designed. He considered the performance and 

appearance of the car and even the comfort of the driver. If she didn’t adopt Samuel's design concept 

before, maybe the winning sports car 

All her movements were beautiful and precise and Samuel 

be so good at driving 

Samuel and 

is Miss Catherine an 

Samuel suddenly felt proud. 

just hide at home and wait for him to come back. Now he found Nicole a rose outside. She was beautiful 

and charming and 

immediately understood Catherine's position 

and 


